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 - Only the window manager is preventing the touch screen from working, the driver is detecting the touch correctly scottj: they
typically do this to prevent malware from reaching the systems and causing harm. By giving the user the option to make a

checkbox "Yes" or "No" at the prompt, it allows them to decide on their own if they want to give the service access or not scottj:
if you are concerned, then the best thing to do is setup an account and make sure to log out and then log back in again, and see if
the checkbox changes from "No" to "Yes" pragmaticenigma: I have a samsung lcd display, and it won't work with the fdvt-a13h

driver, I can't even see the touch screen because it's just like a completely blank screen with a cursor but no menus or icons.
pragmaticenigma: I set up a user with no permissions and I logged in and I can see the checkbox to change it but it's not

changed. scottj: are you running the guest account? pragmaticenigma: yes, the guest account is what I'm using to login. scottj:
Then I'm not sure why that would be the case, but I'll be happy to walk through some steps with you if that would help scottj:

let's start by disabling your graphics card and running in legacy mode does anyone know how much memory is needed to run 1 x
ubuntu on 1920 x 1080, it's really slow pragmaticenigma: good idea, I could disable the gfx card and see if I can use the display

in 1920x1080 EriC^: for desktop use? I guess I'd think the same scottj: let me know when you're ready pragmaticenigma: I
restarted lightdm and I am in "host" mode scottj: not sure, i guess, if it doesn't work i can just go with something else

pragmaticenigma 82157476af
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